minimized over the entire path (Wl, ... ,Wk-l). This quantity arises in a large deviations analysis of a Markov chain on the set of types -the Wright-Fisher model of neutral genetic drift: a population with allele distribution q produces offspring with allele distribution w, which then produce offspring with allele distribution P, and so on.
I. INTRODUCTION We investigate the properties and applications of the k-fold chained Kullback number of hops and D (1) (pllq) ~ D(pllq). (2) a "path" of k counts the Just as the K-L divergence appears in statistical applications of information theory and in the method of types [1] , so the chained divergence arises in the analysis of stochastic processes with an iterative resampling flavor: in each round one sampies from a distribution Wi determined by the outcome of the previous round of sampling from Wi-l. A motivating example that we consider in detail is the Wright-Fisher model of neutral genetic drift [2] , [3] , wherein each generation is This work is devoted to characterizing the chained divergences in the finite alphabet setting and the optimal kstep path appearing in their definition, and to pointing out their applications. Section 11 defines the chained divergence in tandem with a discussion of the Wright-Fisher process, in which it naturally appears. Section 111 derives some properties (like joint convexity) of the chained divergence, including several "operationally" meaningful properties characterizing the rate of large deviations, information projections, and a conditional limit theorem; these are very similar to results on the K-L divergence [4] , [5] , [6] . Section IV-A characterizes the optimal path of intermediate distributions (Wl' ... ,wk-d for all values of k and states a method for computing this path. Section IV-B considers the continuum limit of k --+ 00
(leUing the number of distributions in the optimal path tend to infinity) and recapitulates results previously obtained by [7] in this setting: the limiting path is a geodesic in the Fisher information metric; equivalently, part of a great circle connecting vfrJ and y'q 1. Section V considers extensions and other applications of the chained divergences -in particular a k-step version of the mutual information related to the likelihood that two independent genetic loci become dependent through neutral genetic drift in k generations. Finally, we offer a thermodynamic interpretation of the chained divergence as the optimal rate of operation of an appropriately defined Maxwell's demon.
We release code for computing the objects we study at 2 . An Appendix contains the details of some of the proofs omitted here due to space constraints and is available at [8] .
THE WRIGHT-FISHER MARKOV CHAIN
We define the Wright-Fisher ("iterative resampling") process and review briefly some results about the K-L divergence that we extend to the chained divergences (I).
of distributions on finite alphabet X. Denote by ~n the set of distributions with integer denominator n for each component: (3) ~n is the set of types [1] , equivalently the possible empirical distributions of n X -valued sampies.
Consider the Markov chain whose state space is the set of types ~n (3) defined by the following rule: Let the current state of the chain be q E ~n. Draw n sampies xl i.i.d. from q and let p[ x] = ~ I {i : Xi = x} I be the empirical distribution. P is the next state of the chain. This is the Wright-Fisher model [2] , [3] of neutral genetic drift among lXI alleles in a population of size n: Each of n individuals in a generation is sampled by cloning a uniformly chosen (hence "neutral") individual trom the previous generation. The process is illustrated in Figure 1 .
As time increases, alleles "die out" (once q[ x] = 0, no sampIes of x can be observed again) until only one allele remains, or "fixes" (that is, q[x] = 1 for some x E X), so the vertices of the simplex ~ are absorbing states. We will study fluctuations of this chain before fixation.
Denote by Pn(plq) the transition matrix for this Markov chain:
~n e-nD(pllq) (4) (5) (6) where the prefactor in (5) is a multinomial coefficient, ~n denotes equality to leading exponential order in n 3, and D ('11') denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence (2) . We can evaluate Pn(plq) for any p, q E ~ and n, but since the state space for the Wright-Fisher process is the set of types ~n (3) , n E N, we can think of Pn(plq) as a I~nl x I~nl stochastic matrix.
Given a set of distributions E c ~, we define Pn(Elq) ~ .l:PEEn2l. n Pn (plq) as the probability that the chain hops to somewhere in E starting trom q. If E n ~n = 0, then Pn(Elq) ~ O. If E is the closure of its interior (so E n ~n is nonempty for alliarge enough n) and convex then Sanov's theorem teils us [4] , [5] Pn(Elq) ~ L.: Pn(plq) ~ e-nD(Ellq) (7) pEEn2l.n where
pEE (8) where p* ~ arg minpEE D(pllq) is the I-projection [6] , where the minimum exists and is unique since E is cIosed (thus compact since E c ~) and convex by assumption and D(pllq) is strictly convex in p. Sanov's theorem and the conditional limit theorem tell us [4] , [5] , [1] that conditioned
might not exist) but is convex, then there exists a unique distribution p* -the generalized I-projection [5] -such that
What happens when we iterate the resampling chain?
Denote by pJk) (plq) the probability to draw distribution p starting trom q in k steps, corresponding to the transition matrix pJk) = P~. We recursively express pJk)('I'):
WE~n pJk) (Elq) ~ L.: P n (Elw)pJk-1)(wlq) (10) WEßn with p2)Clq) ~ Pn('lq) as in (4) and (7).
Theorem 1 establishes that the k-fold chained K-L divergence (1) plays the same role for the k-step resampling chain as the K-L divergence plays for one step ofthe chain, as described above. It is convenient to define recursively the k-step chained
with (2) . Note that we optimize over the simplex ~ (rather than the types ~n). Theorem 1 establishes the existence and uniqueness of the minimum and the equivalence of the recursive definition (11) with our earlier definition for the chained divergence (1) .
We further define D(k) (Ellq) for a cIosed, convex set E c ~ by analogy with (8): (12) pEE and p(k)* ~ arg minpEE D(k) (pllq) is the I-projection of w1~~ on E, where w1~~ is the next-to-Iast point in the optimal path (15). If Eis convex but minpEE D(k) (pllq) does not exist, then there exists a unique distribution p(k)* that is the generalized I-projection of w1~~ on E. (13) wE2l. 
(15) 4 Convergence in probability, as in the statement of Theorem 1.6) below. 
where the minimum is over the (k-l)-fold product set
~k-1 = ~ X ... x ~.D(k) (ap1 + (1-a)p21laq1 + (1 -a)q2) < aD(k)(p11Iq1) + (1 -a)D(k)(p21Iq2) (16) foralldistributions (P1,qd =1= (P2,q2), aE (0,1). 3) Scaling in k: Suppose ° < D(pllq) < 00. Then D(k)(pllq) is
4)
Markov chain transition matrix p~k) (plq) (9) , upper bound for P E~:
Moreover, for P E ~ and sequence (Pn)nEN, Pn E ~n such
The probability P~k)(Elq) (10) to draw a type in E from q E ~ in k steps is upper bounded: 
with (wi k )*)7==} as in (15) and w~ = p(k)* = arg minpEE D(k) (pllq) (the k-step I-projection of q on E (12)).
Joint convexity 2) follows because minimization of jointly convex functions with respect to some of the arguments over a convex set preserves convexity [9] . Existence and uniqueness of the optimal path 1) follow trom joint strict convexity and the compactness of ~ n Support(q). Theorem 3 contains 3). The proofs of 4), 5), 6) all follow closely the proofs of analogous results for the K-L divergence in [1] , Chapter 11. See Appendix VI-A in [8] for details of the proofs.
IV. CHARACTERIZING THE k-FOLD PATH
What can we say about the optimal k-fold "path"
In the event of a large deviation, we observe a path cIose to this one with high probability as n --> 00 (Theorem 1.6». Solving the lXI equations \7 Al w * = ° for w* we find: Lagrange multiplier ,\ * lives inside the Lambert W function (rather than outside like a partition function prefactor), and so can not generally be expressed analytically in terms of P and q; one could try to find ,\ * numerically6. Theorem 1.1) tells us that w* is a global minimum.
Theorem 2. (local characterization ofthe optimal k-step path)
Let k ~ 2 and D(pllq) < 00 for P, q E ~. The optimal path
(wi k )*)7==-l (15) used in defining D(k)(pllq) satisfies (24) (25)
for all x E X, where w* (., .) is defined in (23) and with boundary conditions wk k )* = P, w6 k )* = q. As a corollary of (23) (k)* and (24 ),for i ~ k -1 we have Support ( w i ) = Support( q).
Proo!" Suppose (24) does not hold for some P, q, wi k )*.
Then ~~=1 D(wik)*llw}~)t) (14) can be strictly decreased by replacing w}k)* with w* (w}~t, w}~)t). Thus (24) holds.
To derive the geometric lower bound (25) we massage the function w* (p, q) (23) into an f-divergence 7 , then use the nonnegativity of f -divergences to bound ,\ * and then derive (25).
See Appendix VI-B [8] for details.
• Remarks: Figure 2 plots the optimal k-step path for k E {2, 6}
and in the k --> 00 limit (see Section IV-B). One way to compute the optimum path is to start with some guess (a good 
[x] J(p[x]jq[x]) with J(t) = -tjW(te.\) +tjW(e.\).
• initial point is given in Theorem 3) and repeatedly apply (24) until numerical convergence; this is the method used in making Figure 2 and implemented in the code we releases.
The optimal k-step path from q to P is not the same as the optimal path from P to q -an asymmetry inherited from the asymmetry of D(k) (pllq); but in the limit k ----> 00 these two paths converge to the same Iimiting path (see Section IV-B).
B. The limit k ----> 00
What happens in the continuum limit, as the number of steps k ----> oo? This setting was investigated by [7] , who states the Iimiting path and large deviations rate function. We incIude this Section to make the story more compiete, and to check consistency with and provide a finite-k intuition for the results [7] obtained with variational caIculus.
A useful perspective in the following is to map the simplex ~ to the part of the unit sphere in lRlxl in the non-negative orthant, \[f ~ {1/! E lR 1x1 : 11I/J112 = 1,I/J ~ O} via the bijection
) x· This square root reparametrization appears in [lI], [12] , Tb], [14] . Consider the K-L divergence between nearby points on the orthant \[f. That is, if P = q + f E ~, f E lR 1x1 , then :J6E E lR 1x1 such that Vii = vq
where in (26) we rewrote the higher order terms in terms of f, expanded the cos about 8 = 0, and where 8 = 8y'P,yq ~ arccos(Vii' vq) (28) is the angle between vectors Vii and vq and Vii·vq = B(p, q) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient between p and q. The above recapitulates the familiar fact that the K-L divergence is cIose to the squared EucIidean distance between nearby distributions [14] (here written in square root space); the Ieading order term is symmetric in p and q and depends on p and q onIy through the angle 8 y'P,yq' This enables us to guess that the Iimiting optimal path is a geodesic in the Euclidean metric restricted to the surface of the unit sphere and that the angle between adjacent points 8 jw ;kl*,jw;"J,* ----> i8y'P,yq .
Theorem 3 confirms this intuition. See Appendix VI-C [8] for proof details. (2) , (14) 
Theorem 3. Let D(pllq), D(k) (pllq) be as in

V. ApPLICATIONS AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS
We concIude by otlering an application of the chained K-L divergences in maximum likelihood inference and an interpretation in terms of a thought experiment in thermodynamics. 
A. Chained mutual information and ML inference
The k-step K-L divergence D(k) (pilE) infqEE D(k) (pllq) "from" a
B. Maxwell's demon
Maxwell's demon is a thought experiment in thermodynamics, here envisioned as a model of a desalination plant: let distribution q correspond to the ambient relative concentrations of some chemicals in the "ocean" (so X = {sodium ion, water, potassium ion, ... }). The demon's goal is to achieve a desired concentration of chemicals in the water supply; let E denote the set of concentrations the demon considers acceptable. The demon operates by admitting n molecules drawn from the ambient distribution q into a vesicle (temporary storage); if it so happens that p -the empirical distribution of the n molecules -satisfies p E E, then the demon releases the contents of the vesicle into the water supply, and otherwise the demon dumps the contents back in the ocean. See Figure 3 .
How quickly does the demon desalinate? From the preceding discussion we know that the demon releases the n molecules into the water supply with probability about e-nD(Ellq). Suppose we now break up the desalination process into two demons, so there is an intermediate stage between the ocean and the water supply. If either of the two demons rejects, then both reject l2 . Then the optimal 2-demon desalination rate is e-nD (2) (Ellq) 13 , which is about twice as large as the 1-demon rate. Adding more stages increases the rate further; in lIThe set of distributions {qXY : qXY = qXqy} is log-convex, and letting qC:~* be the "reverse I-projection" of wiic): (15) on E, Theorem 1 of [6] proves existence and uniqueness.
12This ensures particle conservation in the intermediate stage, though we can envision other scenarios with variable sampie sizes and demon policies. 13 The the k ----> 00 limit, we have a concentration gradient across the k stages with no large "jumps." This is not how actual desalinators work, but the design principle of breaking up a large concentration difference into many small stages is used in multi-stage flash desalination and in the loop of Henle in the kidney.
